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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose an integrated face recognition system that is robust against facial expressions by combining
information from the computed intraperson optical flow and the synthesized face images. The main aim of this
proposed work is to improve the accuracy of the face recognition system using the multiple training images. Making
recognition more reliable under uncontrolled lighting conditions is one of the most important challenges for practical
face recognition systems. We tackle this by combining the strengths of robust illumination normalization. Using
synthesized images we can improve the accuracy of the face recognition system in the proposed system.
Keywords— Face recognition, constrained optical flow, mask image, synthesized image, masked synthesized
image.

1.

INTRODUCTION

FACE recognition has been studied for several decades.
Comprehensive reviews of the related works can be found
in [15], [22]. Even though the 2-D face recognition methods
have been actively studied in the past, there are still some
inherent problems to be resolved for practical applications.
It was shown that the recognition rate can drop dramatically
when the head pose and illumination variations are too
large, or when the face images involve expression
variations. Pose, illumination, and expression variations are
three essential issues to be dealt with in the research of face
recognition. To date, there was not much research effort on
overcoming the expression variation problem in face
recognition, though a number of algorithms have been
proposed to overcome the pose and illumination variation
problems.
Face recognition has always been a very challenging task
for the researches. On the one hand, its applications may
be very useful for personal verification and recognition. On
the other hand, it has always been very difficult to
implement due to all different situation that a human face
can be found. Nevertheless, the approaches of the last
decades have been determining for face recognition
development. Due to the difficulty of the face recognition
task, the number of techniques is large and diverse. In
addition, the applications involve a huge number of
situations. Although we can find many other identification
and verification techniques, the main motivation for face
recognition is because it is considered a passive, no
intrusive system to verify and identify people. There are
many other types of identification such as password, PIN

(Personal identification number) or token systems.
Moreover, it is nowadays very instilled the usage of
fingerprints and iris as a physiological identification
system. They are very useful when we need an active
identification system; the fact that a person has to expose
their body to some device makes people feel being scanned
and identified. The pause-and declare interaction is the best
method for bank transactions and security areas; people feel
conscious of it, as well as comfortable and safe with it.
However, we do not want to interact with people that way
in many other applications that required identification. For
example, a store that wishes to recognize some customers or
a house that has to identify people that live in there. For
those application, face as well as voice verification are very
Desirable. It is also important that an identification
technique is closer to the way human beings recognize each
other.
To improve the face recognition accuracy, researchers have
applied different dimension reduction techniques, including
principle component analysis (PCA) [4], linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [14], independent component analysis
(ICA) [2], discriminant common vector (DCV) [3], kernalPCA, kernal-LDA [6], kernal-DCV [11], etc. In addition,
several learning techniques have been used to train the
classifiers for face recognition, such as SVM. Although
applying an appropriate dimension reduction algorithm or a
robust classification technique may yield more accurate
recognition results, they usually require multiple training
images for each subject. However, multiple training images
per subject may not be available in practice.
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This paper focuses mainly on the issue of robustness to
expression and lighting variations. For example, a face
verification system for a portable device should be able to
verify a client at any time (day or night) and in any place
(indoors or outdoors). Traditional approaches for dealing
with this issue can be broadly classified into three
categories: appearance-based, normalization based, and
feature-based methods. In direct appearance-based
approaches, training examples are collected under different
lighting conditions and directly (i.e. without undergoing any
lighting preprocessing) used to learn a global model of the
possible illumination variations.
The other category is to use optical flow to compute the
face warping transformation. Optical flow has been used in
the task of expression recognition [5], [9]. However, it is
difficult to learn the local motion in the feature space to
determine the expression change for each face, since
different persons have expressions in different motion
styles. Martinez [16] proposed a weighting method that
independently weighs the local areas which are less
sensitive to expressional changes. The intensity variations
due to expression may mislead the calculation of optical
flow. A precise motion estimation method was proposed in
[15], which can be further applied for expression
recognition. However, the proposed motion estimation did
not consider intensity changes due to different expressions.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of face recognition
from a single 2-D face image with facial expression. Note
that this paper is not about facial expression recognition.
For many practical face recognition problem settings, like
using a passport photo for face identification at custom
security or identifying a person from a photo on the ID card,
it is infeasible to gather multiple training images for each
subject, especially with different expressions. Therefore,
our goal is to solve the expressive face recognition problem
under the condition that the training database contains only
neutral face images with one neutral face image per subject.
In our previous work [12], we combined the advantages of
the
above
two
approaches:
the
unambiguous
correspondence of feature point labelling and the flexible
representation of optical flow computation. A constrained
optical flow algorithm was proposed, which can deal with
position movements and intensity changes at the same time
when handling the corresponding feature points. With our
proposed constrained optical flow algorithm, we can
calculate the expressional motions from each neutral faces
in the database to the input test image, and estimate the
likelihood of such a facial expression movement. Using the
optical flow information, neutral images in the database can
be further warped to faces with the exact expression of
input image. In this paper, we propose to exploit the two
different types of information, i.e., the computed optical
flow and the synthesized image, to improve the accuracy of
face recognition. Experimental validation on the
Binghamton University 3-D Face Expression (BU-3DFE)
Database is given to show the improved performance of the

proposed face recognition system. Since we do not attempt
to solve the automatic facial landmark localization problem
in this paper, the facial landmark points in our experiment
are labelled manually.
2. CONSTRAINED OPTICAL FLOW
COMPUTATION
The computational algorithms of traditional optical flow
cannot guarantee that the computed optical flow
corresponds to the exact pixels in different images, since the
intensity variations due to expression may mislead the
computation of optical flow. The brightness constancy
constraint, however, is not valid in many circumstances.
Therefore, with the generalized dynamic image model
(GDIM) proposed by Negahdaripour and Yu [17], Teng et
al. [20] generalized the optical flow constraint to
Ix(r)u(r) + Iy(r)v(r) + It(r) + m(r)I(r) + c(r) = 0
(1)
where m(r) and c(r) denote the multiplier and offset factors
of the scene brightness variation field, I is the image
intensity function, the subscripts x, y and t denote the
spatiotemporal partial derivatives, r is a point in the
spatiotemporal domain, and [u(r),v(r)]T is the motion vector
at the point r .
2.1 Overall Face Recognition Processing Flow
Face recognition is a visual pattern recognition problem. A
face is a three-dimensional object subject to varying
illumination, pose, expression is to be identified based on
its two-dimensional image (or three- dimensional images
obtained by laser scan). A face recognition system generally
consists of 4 modules - detection, alignment, feature
extraction, and matching. Localization and normalization
(face detection and alignment) are following processing
steps before face recognition (facial feature extraction and
matching) is performed.
The overall architecture of the face recognition processing
flow system is shown in the Fig. 1.
Face Location,
Size, Pose
Face
Detection

Face
Alignment

Database of
Enrolled Users

Feature
Extractio
n
Feature
Vector
Feature
Matching

Face ID
Fig. 1: Architecture of the Face Recognition Processing
Flow System
The steps for above face recognition processing flow,
 Face detection segments the face areas from the
background.
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 In the case of video, the detected faces may need to be
tracked using a face tracking component.
 Face alignment is aimed at achieving more accurate
localization and at normalizing faces, whereas face
detection provides coarse estimates of the location and
scale of each face.
 Facial components and facial outline are located; based
on the location points,
 The input face image is normalized in respect to
geometrical properties, such as size and pose, using
geometrical transforms or morphing,
 The face is further normalized with respect to
photometrical properties such as illumination and gray
scale.
 After a face is normalized, feature extraction is
performed to provide effective information that is useful
for distinguishing between faces of different persons and
stable with respect to the geometrical and photometrical
variations.
 For face matching, the extracted feature vector of the
input face is matched against those of enrolled faces in
the database; it outputs the identity of the face when a
match is found with sufficient confidence or indicates an
unknown face otherwise.
3. PROPOSED FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
3.1 Basic Concept
To improve the accuracy of face recognition from
expressional face images and lighting variations. In this
paper focus on the problem of face recognition from a
single face image with facial expression. In the previous
and existing papers is not about synthesized image. In
proposed system, to exploit the two different types of
information, i.e., the computed optical flow and the
synthesized image, to improve the accuracy of face
recognition. Experimental validation on the Binghamton
University 3-D Face Expression (BU-3DFE) Database is
given to show the improved performance of the proposed
face recognition system. Since we do not attempt to solve
the automatic facial landmark localization problem in this
paper, the facial landmark points in our experiment are
labelled manually.
3.2 Face Recognition
Face recognition system that is robust against facial
expressions by combining information from the computed
intraperson optical flow and the synthesized face image. It
is a computer application for automatically identifying (or)
verifying a person from a digital image. One of the ways to
do this is by comparing selected facial features from the
image and a facial db. The database contains face models,
each with a neutral face and six different expressions
(angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, and surprised) at different
levels from level 1 (weakest) to 4 (strongest). Note that only
the 2-D face images were used in our experiments. Fig. 2
shows the mask definition used for specifying the valid
pixels in the face images. We first defined the standard

mask image from the global neutral face image. A biometric
system is generally a pattern recognition system which
makes a personal identification by determining the
authenticity of a specific physiological or behavioral
characteristic indigenous from the user. Issues in the Face
recognition is mainly due to following reasons: Identify
similar faces (inter-class similarity), Accommodate intraclass variability due to head pose, illumination conditions,
expressions ,facial accessories, aging effects, Cartoon faces.
3.3 Expression Images
The intraperson expression motion fields of the subjects in
the training dataset, which are exclusive from the testing
data, are collected in the training procedure. There are two
advantages of the above optical flow normalization scheme:
(1) all expressive face images of all subjects have the same
dimension of motion fields, and (2) all optical flows are
computed and represented with the same geometry.
Fig. 2 shows the mask definition used for specifying the
valid pixels in the face images. We first defined the
standard mask image [Fig. 2(b)] from the global neutral
face image [Fig. 2(a)].

Fig. 2: Illustration of Mask Definition and Warping:
(a) Reference Image and Feature Points, (b) Initial
Mask,
(c) Input Image, and (d) Warped and Sheared Mask for
the Input Image
When there is an input image with expressions [Fig. 2(c)],
the mask is then warped according to the three feature
points shown in Fig. 2(a). Moreover, the region within the
mouth is excluded in the region of interest [as shown in Fig.
2(d)], since it cannot be synthesized due to the lack of
texture in the corresponding region of the neutral image.
3.4 Lighting Variations
In lighting image, Normalization based approaches seek to
reduce the image to a more ―canonical‖ form in which the
illumination variations are suppressed. Although a great
improvement on raw gray values, their resistance to the
complex illumination variations that occur in real-world
face images is still quite limited. For example, even though
LBP features are completely invariant to monotonic global
gray-level transformations, their performance degrades
significantly under changes of lighting direction and
shadowing – see Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Lighting Images
We propose an integrative framework that combines the
strengths of all three of the above approaches. The overall
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process can be viewed as a pipeline consisting of image
normalization,
feature
extraction
and
subspace
representation.
3.5 Overall System Architecture
The overall architecture of the proposed face recognition
system is shown in the Figure 4.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN EXPRESSION
IMAGES AND LIGHTING VARIATIONS
Our experiments were performed on a database containing
2-D face images, each with a neutral face and six different
expressions (angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, and surprised)
at different levels, from level 1 (weakest) to 4 (strongest).
Note that only the 2-D face images were used in our
experiments. Fig. 5 shows the 25 normalized face images
of one subject after the normalization procedure.
Guess Input Image
(Expression or
Lighting)

Global Neutral
Face

Mask Image

Mask Image

Masked Image

Masked Image

Synthesized Image

Fig. 5: Sample Images for Expression. the Left-Top
Most is the Neutral Face. the Others are the Face
Images with Angry, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Sad, and
Surprise Expressions in Columns From Left to Right
with Increasing Levels in Rows From Top to Bottom
4.1 Pre-processing
We manually labelled 21 feature points, including three
points for each eyebrow and four points for each eye, one at
the nose tip and the other six around the mouth region. With
the labelled points, the distance between the outer corners
of both eyes is used as the reference to normalize face
images.
4.2 Mask Image
Using a mask image to eliminate the undesired area of an
image is an important technique in remote sensing analysis.
The principle behinds the mask technique is to multiply the
source image by the mask image that contains two values—
1 for preserved areas and 0 for undesired areas.

Fig. 6: Mask Image
4.3 Masked Image
Masking an image enables a developer to create images
with irregular shapes dynamically. Masking is often used to
create a user interface that is more compelling and less
boring. The application of a mask to an input image
produces an output image of the same size as the input.

Masked Synthesized
Image

Recognition Stage
Fig. 4: Block Diagram of the Proposed Face Recognition
System

Fig. 7: Masked Images
4.4 Synthesized Image
Synthesis Image refers to synthesis of still images as well as
synthesis of facial animations. For example, the technique
of synthesizing facial expression images can be directly
used for generating facial animations, and most of the facial
animation systems involve the synthesis of still images.
Digital Personnel is a computer-based facial expression
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synthesizer. It synthesizes animated, life-like, facial
expressions of an individual in synchrony with that
individual's speech. The system is speech driven, that is, as
an individual speaks the appropriate facial expressions are
generated simultaneously.
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